• Comment from PR #2446
  o [https://github.com/edgexfoundry/edgex-go/pull/2446#discussion_r396694450](https://github.com/edgexfoundry/edgex-go/pull/2446#discussion_r396694450)
  o Resolved, see [https://github.com/edgexfoundry/edgex-go/pull/2446#discussion_r398648068](https://github.com/edgexfoundry/edgex-go/pull/2446#discussion_r398648068)
• Review List of environment variable overrides planned for compose files (Lenny)
  o Follow-on request for documentation to centralize config-related info
  o Could follow template found here:
    ▪ [https://github.com/edgexfoundry/docs/blob/b119fcd7fb495b6d9b32210c7eb6c08f608/docs_src/microservices/support/logging/Ch-Logging.md](https://github.com/edgexfoundry/docs/blob/b119fcd7fb495b6d9b32210c7eb6c08f608/docs_src/microservices/support/logging/Ch-Logging.md)
    o See meeting recording for list of overrides, common and service specific
• Config-seed removal follow-up (see 5-Mar meeting notes)
  o Approve ADR (DONE)
  o Integrate ADR-related mods into go-mod-bootstrap
    ▪ [https://github.com/edgexfoundry/go-mod-bootstrap/pull/59](https://github.com/edgexfoundry/go-mod-bootstrap/pull/59)
o Integrate go-mod-bootstrap into all services
  ▪ Code changes required. Lenny has example (*draft PR*)
  ▪ Edit dockerfiles to remove –profile cmd line
  ▪ Remove res/docker directories
  ▪ Remove config-seed service from edgex-go

o Update docker-compose files (*draft PR dev-scripts #235*)
  ▪ Include env var overrides previously set in dockerfile
  ▪ Remove config-seed entry
  ▪ SNAP: Remove config-seed entry

  ▪ Documentation (see edgex-docs) w/r/t new general Configuration section

o Ask from Tony: Estimated time to completion?
  ▪ PR and merge workflow in several repos
  ▪ Lenny estimates completion by next Core WG, could be week following
  ▪ Tony to create draft PR for Snap

- Readings should support “Array” data type
  o ADR: [https://github.com/edgexfoundry/edgex-docs/blob/master/docs_src/design/adr/device-service/0002-Array-Datatypes.md](https://github.com/edgexfoundry/edgex-docs/blob/master/docs_src/design/adr/device-service/0002-Array-Datatypes.md)
  o Datatype enum defined here:
  o Duplicated in go-mod-core-contracts here:
    ▪ [https://github.com/edgexfoundry/go-mod-core-contracts/blob/2ecd085bca6ad6bda9224ce78a5545e05826953/models/reading.go#L22](https://github.com/edgexfoundry/go-mod-core-contracts/blob/2ecd085bca6ad6bda9224ce78a5545e05826953/models/reading.go#L22)
  o Enum is used in simple validation for requests. Recommend consolidation of these enums into one. Go-mod-core-contracts is probably the right location. If agreed, would need buy-in from Device Service team.
    ▪ *Agreed, file an issue to remove the enum from device-sdk-go*
    ▪ *Extension of data types to include array will be done in go-mod-core-contracts.*
      - *Sequence → go-mod-core-contracts then device-sdk-go*

- To-dos for secure Redis deployment
  o [https://github.com/edgexfoundry/edgex-go/issues/2449](https://github.com/edgexfoundry/edgex-go/issues/2449)
  o *Completed in local environment, still testing. Shooting for PR early next week.*
    ▪ *Edgex-go and developer scripts repos*